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Introduction 
In 1965 Aronszajn and Gagliardo [l] proved that any interpolation space of a given 
Banach couple could be realized as the value of a minimal or maximal interpolation 
functor on the category of all Banach couples. This result was, paradoxically, both 
considered a basic result of the theory and ignored. It is only recently that attention 
has once again been focussed on it in view of the discovery by Brudnyi-Krugljak 
[3] and Janson [8] that there exists a strong connection between the important 
methods of interpolation and the Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem. For example, 
Janson has shown that many interpolation functors, including the real and complex 
methods, are minimal or maximal extensions from a single Banach couple, hence, 
‘Aronszajn-Gagliardo functors’. 
While the category of Banach spaces has been and continues to be the most 
studied setting for interpolation theory, applications have indicated the desirability 
and need to have a theory of interpolation in other settings. A particular need exists 
for the category of quasi-normed spaces, the setting of the classical Marcinkiewicz 
interpolation theorem of 1939 [2], in order to obtain a full generalization of this 
theorem. Accordingly, interpolation methods have been studied in this category by 
KrCe [ 131, Holmstedt [7], and Sagher [ 171, and real methods of interpolation have 
been defined there. Further prompted by applications to approximation theory, 
Peetre and Sparr [16] have developed a theory of interpolation for quasi-normed 
abelian groups and normed abelian groups. Categories of weaker linear structures, 
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such as seminormed spaces and locally convex topological vector spaces, have also 
been objects of some study and success with respect to interpolation theory by 
Gustavsson [5] and Giraudeau [4]. Even categories possessing no algebraic structure 
are of interest in order to interpolate certain nonlinear operators, applications of 
which can be found in partial differential equations. Thus, there have even been 
attempts by Peetre [15], Gustavsson [6], and Tartar [ 191 to formulate a theory of 
interpolation for metric spaces. 
However, one element is lacking in the development of interpolation theory in the 
different categories mentioned above - an Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem. There 
has been no attempt to insure that every interpolation space actualy arises from an 
interpolation functor, a result which would imply that the inherent constructions are 
in fact natural. The absence of such a result has in fact been observed and questioned 
by Bergh and Lofstrom in their classic (albeit recent) book on interpolation theory 
([2, p. 371): “Thus there is a question whether the Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem 
holds also in some category larger than 55’ [Banach spaces], say JV [normed spaces]“. 
Their comment arises in acknowledging the dependence of their own proof of the 
Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem upon the completeness of a Banach space. 
Our aim in this paper is to prove an Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem which will 
apply to all of the examples mentioned above. The approach is the same as that 
taken in the monograph [l l] by Kaijser and Wick Pelletier, where the traditional 
setting of (Banach) couples is extended to a larger and better equipped category, per- 
mitting a natural definition of interpolation spaces and functors, although some- 
what modified from the classical notions. An Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem is 
available in this setting and proves to be acceptable in the sense that the classical 
real and complex methods of interpolation of Banach couples, suitably extended to 
this larger setting, are Aronszajn-Gagliardo functors. We explore in this paper the 
categorical properties that make things work in the case of Banach spaces and find 
that they are sufficiently basic as to be possessed, at least in some measure, by the 
other categories in which we are interested. 
In the first section we shall introduce a general setting @ for interpolation theory 
and the notions of d- and Z-interpolation spaces and functors. Under certain condi- 
tions on @? we shall prove in Section 2 an Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem which 
guarantees that a minimal or maximal Aronszajn-Gagliardo extension exists. Finally, 
we shall explore in the last section how the various categories we have mentioned 
satisfy the conditions imposed in Section 2 and to what extent an Aronszajn- 
Gagliardo result may be claimed to exist. 
1. A setting for interpolation theory 
We recall that classical interpolation of Banach spaces takes place in the category 
of Banach couples, where a Banach couple (X0,X,) is a pair of Banach spaces con- 
tinuously embedded in some Hausdorff topological vector space I/. Forming the 
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sum X0 + Xi as all x E I/ such that x can be expressed as x0 + xl for some xi E Xi and 
letting 
II-4 =Wx0ll + Ilx~ll: x=x0+x,), 
one says that T : (X0,X,) + ( Yo, Y,) is a map of Banach couples if T is a bounded 
linear map from X0 + Xi to Y. + Yi , the restrictions of which, 7; : X, + q, i = 0, 1, 
are also bounded linear maps. It was shown in [ll] that the category of Banach 
couples is a subcategory of a larger category, the category ~2 of doolittle diagrams 
of Banach spaces, having properties which lead to a more general theory of inter- 
polation encompassing the classical theory. In particular it was proved that the real 
and complex methods could still be defined in .%?, that the equivalence and duality 
theorems for the real method held there, and that an Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem 
was available. 
A doolittle diagram X of Banach spaces is a commutative diagram (of Banach 
spaces) 
such that the maps aj, oi are bounded linear maps and such that OlE’ and Zz are, 
respectively, the pullback and the pushout of the diagram. This means that dx and 
,Xx are ‘universal’ in the sense that if there are maps J : Y-X;, i= 0, 1, such that 
aoofo = o1 ofi, then Y factors uniquely through 08 via a bounded linear map, and 
dually for ZX. 
In actual fact a doolittle diagram of Banach spaces is determined by a pair (X0,X,) 
of Banach spaces and a closed subspace of the product _X,TrX, (the Cartesian pro- 
duct normed by II(xo,xl)/J = max(l)xOll, /Ix1 II)). The pushout is given by a quotient of 
the coproduct X,lrXi (the Cartesian product normed by Il(xo,x,)ll = l/x01/ + i/x,/l). 
Hence, it is easy to view a Banach couple (X0,X,) as a doolittle diagram 
xonx, - x0 
I ! 
Xl - x,+x, 
and to verify that Banach couples are precisely the doolittle diagrams the maps of 
which are injective. 
The generalization of this set-up is not difficult. We must, however, first assume 
that we have a category 0 equipped with an underlying set functor U: ET -+ Set and 
having finite limits and colimits to insure that pullbacks and pushouts exist in Q. 
With this understood, %? will denote the category of doolittle diagrams in E?. Of 
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course, in order to obtain a suitable setting for interpolation theory, the category 
K? must also possess at least some of the additional properties that the closed 
category 33 of Banach spaces possesses. 
We say that 8 is a symmetric monoidal closed category, called closed for short, 
if it is equipped with an ‘internal horn’ functor 
(where ‘6Top signifies contravariance in the first variable), such that the following 
diagram is commutative 
Set 
a commutative and associative tensor product functor 
and an object ZE @T (the ‘unit’) such that the following three relations hold: 
(i) X@ZnX, 
(ii) L(Z, X) z X, 
(iii) L(X@ Y,Z)=L(X,L(Y,Z)). 
In addition the above data must satisfy some technical requirements called ‘coherence 
axioms’ (see [14]). We point out that condition (iii) says that -0 Y is ‘strongly’ left 
adjoint to L(Y,-), that is, that the isomorphism is at the level of g-maps. 
Closed categories are well known to provide suitable settings for analysis. Examples 
of such categories include 3, abelian groups, R-modules, compactly generated 
Hausdorff spaces and, as we shall see later, many other categories of interest to us. 
For some purposes it suffices to possess only part of the data required of a closed 
category. In the current situation we obtain useful results in interpolation in the set- 
ting of a category merely having an internal horn functor L satisfying (ii). We shall 
call such categories enriched, although we remark that this name is usually reserved 
for the case when ‘8 also has a monoidal structure. 
We have shown in [l l] that if @? is a closed category, then so is 8. Also, if @J is 
enriched, so is ‘8. However, we are less interested in these facts here than in the 
existence of a g-valued horn functor 
making @ %-enriched when g is enriched, and the existence of a g-valued tensor 
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product functor as well when E? is closed. @ is said to be g-based if there is a com- 
position law 
- - - - _ - 
L(Y,Z)OUX YPUXZ) 
and an identity element 
- - 
jx : 1-t L(X, X), 
--- 
for all X, Y, Z E @, satisfying various coherence conditions when ‘52 is closed. Clearly, 
every closed category 8 is itself g-based. In the context of g-based or ‘&‘-enriched 
categories the only type of functor which interests us is a strong functor: if 9 and 
R are g-based or Q-enriched categories, then a functor F: ~9 --t E is strong if for 
every X, YE 91, the map F: L(X, Y) 4 L(FX, FY) is a g-map. We shall always use 
the term functor to mean strong functor. 
Before defining the Q-valued horn and tensor products in @, we first introduce 
some basic notation and facts about ‘I??, all of which are consistent with those 
presented in [l I]. A typical element X of @ is denoted by 
The maps in @ from X to Y are pairs T= (To, T,) of maps 7; : Xi--t Y in ‘8 such that 
00~To~80=~10T,~8*, or, schematically, such that the following diagram is com- 
mutative: To 
x0 - Y 0 
\ 4 Tl / 
01 
x, - Y 1 
By the universal properties of the pullback and pushout, every T: x* Y gives rise 
to maps AT: AX- A P and _ET: ZX-+_Z’P satisfying the obvious commutativity 
relations. 
The notation introduced is admittedly suggestive of classical interpolation theory. 
Of course, A, ( )o, ( ),, and 2 are all functors from @ to E?. In fact if we let 
J: %-‘i!? 







x e x, 
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then it follows directly from the definition of doolittle diagrams that 25 is the left 
adjoint of .Z and A is its right adjoint, that is, 
and 
q‘m, Y) E f?(X, JY) 
Fz(Y,LlZ)z@ZY,Z). 
If F? is an enriched or closed category, then we define our g-valued internal horn 
_ - 
in Q by letting L(X, Y) be the pullback of the following maps: 
We note that L(Z,X) =0X, where JZ=Z. We will frequently use the symbol x to 
denote indifferently the map from Pto X or equivalently from Z to rlX corresponding 
to XEAX. 
When VJ is a closed category, we also define a B-valued tensor product functor 
by letting X@ Y be the pushout of the following maps: 
We note that 10X=2X. 
We remark that the E-valued extensions of L : f?Op x @-+ ‘?Z and @ : @X k%+ FZ 
--- 
denoted by L(X, Y) and X @ Y, which make ‘8 into a closed category when ET is one, 
are obtained by pushing out or pulling back, respectively, the following diagrams 
to obtain elements of G?: 
- - 





: 1 ! 
L(XI, Y,) -----+ 3 X, 0 Y, -X@Y. 
Combining the adjointness of 2 and J with the adjointness of Y 0 - and L( Y, -), 
which is part of the defining property of a closed category, we get the following pro- 
position. 
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1.1. Proposition ([ll, IV.2.21). Let ‘$7 be a closed category. Then - @ Y: $2 -+ E? has - - 
a right adjoint L( Y, J(-)), that is, 
- - - 
L(X@ ~,Z)~L(X,L(y,JZ)). 
We propose that the category G?, where B is either closed or at least enriched, be 
taken as a setting for interpolation theory. As in the Banach space case, we can say 
that the E7-couples are those elements X of @? for which the maps S; and oi, i=O, 1, 
are monomorphisms. This means that OxCX,TrrX, may be identified with XOt7Xi 
and ZX with X0 + Xi. In this context we could invoke the classical definition of an 
interpolation space to say that XE 8 is an interpolation space for the couple X if 
OXCXCCX, 
where C denotes a monomorphism, and if any map T: 8-t Xin @restricts to a G-map 
TX :X+X. However, this definition clearly is inappropriate for elements of @? 
which are not couples since the map j : OX-+ ZX need not be a monomorphism. We 
now prepare to give the general definitions of interpolation space and functor given 
in [II] for the Banach space context. 
- - 
Let Lx denote L(X,X). We first want to retain the requirement that each map 
TE Lx ‘restrict’ to a map on the interpolation space X. In fact, the spirit of the con- 
dition is the requirement that the restriction map 
TELX- T,EL(X,X) 
be a ‘&‘-map and that for z SE Lx, XEX, 
(ToS),W = TxGxx). 
Thus, it is useful to think of X as an LX-module, an analogy which is more precise 
when ‘67 is closed since then we have 
L(Lx@x,x)~L(Lx,L(x,x)). 
Clearly then, any map f : X-t A of interpolation spaces for X which we would want 
to consider should have the property that for all TE Lx, 
f(Tx(x)) = r, (f(x)). 
We shall think of this condition as saying that f is an LX-module map. 
1.2. Definitions. (1) An LX-module X is called a quasi-interpolation space for X if 
there exist module maps 6 : 0X-X and o :X-t ZX such that a06 = j; (2) a quasi- 
interpolation space is called a A-interpolation space if 6 is an epimorphism; (3) a 
quasi-interpolation space is called a Z-interpolation space if 0 is a monomorphism. 
We remark here that although E-interpolation spaces are the only type of inter- 
polation spaces considered in the classical theory, the more symmetric notion of A- 
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and Z-spaces we have adopted has advantages for the theory and permits AX itself 
to be a interpolation space, which is clearly desirable. Moreover, in practice, many 
A -interpolation spaces are Z-interpolation as well. 
Our definitions lead us naturally to the notions of interpolation functors. First 
of all, any functor F: @?+ g has the property that FX is an LX-module, for this is 
the essense of strong functoriality. Second, if Fis required to be constant on constant 
diagrams, then maps 6 : AX- FX and cr : FX+ .ZX arise naturally which make FX 
into a quasi-interpolation space. These maps are F(6,,d1) =6 and F(aO, ol) = o, 
where (de, 8,) and (ae, ai) are the obvious maps pictured below: 
A”\ /AX 6, AX\ /X (T, ‘“\ r’“. 
AX * XI 'ZX 
Since the requirement that F be constant on constant diagrams can be stated 
as FoJ= lg (lg the identity functor on %), the following definitions are well 
motivated. 
1.3. Definitions. A functor F: @?+ g is said to be (1) a quasi-interpolation functor 
if Fo J= 1 e; (2) a A-interpolation functor if it is a quasi-interpolation functor such 
that FX is a A-interpolation space for each K; (3) a E-interpolation functor if it is 
a quasi-interpolation functor such that FZ is a E-interpolation space for each x. 
It is obvious that A and Z are instances of A- and Zfunctors, respectively. There 
are several advantages of having the two notions of interpolation functors. Although 
classically all interpolation functors are Z-interpolation functors, many inter- 
polation methods, such as the real J-method, are intrinsically A-methods. In [ll] 
the J-method is constructed on 5? as a A-interpolation functor extending the 
J-method on Banach couples and it turns out to be a Z-interpolation functor as well. 
However, its definition as a A-interpolation functor is the natural route to take. The 
approach expedites, for example, the proof of the duality theorem involving the J- 
and K-methods, since the K-method is intrinsically a Z-interpolation functor. In 
general with respect to a dual method of interpolation in %? defined precisely in ill], 
it is shown that if F is a A-interpolation functor, then its dual method DF 
Z-interpolation functor. 
2. Aronszajn-Gagliardo functors 
Since the focus of this paper is the theorem of Aronszajn and Gagliardo, it 
be useful to recall its classical formulation in the context of Banach couples. 
is a 
will 
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2.1. Theorem (Aronszajn-Gagliardo [l]). Let A be an interpolation space with 
respect o the Banach couple A. Then there exists an interpolation functor G on the 
category of Banach couples such that GA = A. 
In particular, it was shown in [l] that one could construct interpolation functors 
F and H which are minimal and maximal with respect to the above property in the 
sense that 
for any Banach couple 8 and any interpolation functor G satisfying GA = A. 
Our goal in this paper is to identify a general setting in which the Aronszajn- 
Gagliardo theorem or an appropriate version of it still holds, that is, a setting in 
which every interpolation space is obtained by an interpolation functor. The key to 
this identification lies in the fact that a theorem which is preliminary to and essential 
for an Aronszajn-Gagliardo result can be obtained in the context of the doolittle 
category ‘8 when g is a closed or an enriched category. 
The situation we are in, categorically speaking, at the beginning of our quest, is 
that we have a B-valued functor F defined on only one element {A} of @ which 
defines an interpolation space A for A and we want to find an extension of F on @?. 
If we forget for a moment our desire to obtain an interpolation functor, then this 
is a simple case of a general situation in category theory in which one tries to extend 
a functor defined only on a particular subcategory. Here the subcategory has only 
one element, namely A. Let EY(-) denote the category of all (strong) functors from 
(-) to 8. Clearly, one has a restriction functor 
We are interested in obtaining a functor in the other direction. In fact it is often 
possible to produce both a left and a right adjoint of U, called the (enriched) left 
and right Kan extension along the inclusion K: {A) + @. 
2.2. Theorem (Kelly [12]). Zf V? is a closed category, then the left and right Kan 
extensions of U along K exist. 
More particularly, we shall see that the existence of the left Kan extension, Lan, 
depends on the monoidal structure of E? while that of the right Kan extension, Ran, 
can be insured even if g is merely enriched. 
Before examining the precise structure of the Kan extensions, let us point out that 
the left and right Kan extensions possess a minimality and maximality property, 
respectively, in analogy to that discussed in regard to the Aronszajn-Gagliardo 
functors. For if F: {A) + 6’ is a functor such that FA = A, then by definition of the 
left adjoint there is, for any functor G : t? + ET, an isomorphism of the natural trans- 
formations from Lan F to G and from F to G ) {A) (= UG). However, the natural 
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transformations from F to G 1 {A) are merely the LA-module maps from A to GA, 
denoted L,,-(A, GA), so we have 
NAT(Lan F, G) E L,,-(A, GA). (1) 
Hence, if G is a functor such that GPi = A, then there must be a natural transforma- 
tion t from Lan F to G, that is, a compatible family of maps 
{trr: (Lan F)ii+ GX}, 
such that tA is the identity map on A. It is in this sense that we may think of Lan F 
as the minimal extension of F. Similarly, there is an isomorphism 
_ 
NAT(G,RanF)=L,,-(G&A), (2) 
which tells us that Ran F may be considered the maximal extension of F to @?. 
A further consequence of the isomorphisms (1) and (2) described above is that if 
A is an interpolation space for A equipped with LA-module maps 
6 
AA-/l %Z;I, 
then we automatically have natural transformations 
and 
0~ : (Lan F)x -+ .Z? 
BR : Ax-+ (Ran F)X, 
corresponding to o E LL~(A,&i) and 6 E LL~(hi,A), respectively. 
It will be more suggestive in the future to denote Lan F and Ran F by LanA and 
Ran, when F;i = A. 
We now turn to a concrete description of Lan, and Ran, for a closed category E?. 




where for XE@‘, j”l 
_ - 
L(A, X) @A is the following coequalizer: 
L(A) @ L(x$ x) @A &L(A,X)@A---+, 
@ 
where p(S@ T@a)=ToS@a and @(SO T@a)=T@FS(a). We shall denote - - - 
Lan, X by L(A, X) OLD A. 
Similarly, Ran, is the “end” 
where j,,-) ( ( 
- - 
L L X, A),A) is the equalizer of the following pair of maps: 
- - 
----+ L(L(X, A), A) & L(L@), L(L(X,A), A)), 
v 
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- - 
where r(T)(S)(U)= T(So U) and v(r)(S)(U)=FS(T(U)) for ~EL(L(X,A),A), 
- - - - 
SEL@), and UEL(X,A). We denote Ran, X by LL~(L(X,A),A). We can verify 
that this description of RanA remains valid when C% is merely enriched. We can 
easily check the maximality property since if G is any other functor such that 
GA = A, then we define 
by 
w : G8-+ L,,-(L(X, A), A), 
v(x)(T) = GW). 
We remark that Lan, 8 and Ran, X give us notions of an LA-module tensor 
product and LA-module homomorphisms which agree with the usual notions in the 
case of 8=33. 
Now that we see that an extension of F: {A} -+ ‘I?? can always be obtained, we 
must investigate whether such an extension is an interpolation functor and to what 
extent the Kan extensions provide an analogy to the Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem. 
A simple example can be studied which indicates promise for Lan, and less promise 
for Ran,. 
2.3. Example. Let A = 7= .ZZ and A =Z. An Aronszajn-Gagliardo functor must pro- 
vide us with an interpolation functor yielding Z when applied to 7. However, every 
quasi-interpolation functor by our definition has this property. Thus, we would 
naturally expect the minimal quasi-interpolation functor with this property to be d 
-- -- 
and the maximal one to 2. Since L(Z, X) OLrZ is easily seen to be L(Z, X), we have 
-- 
Lan,X=L(Z,X)=dX, 
which does confirm our expectation for a minimal Aronszajn-Gagliardo functor. 
On the other hand, 
-- 
Ran,X= L,,-(L(X, I), I) = L(L(X, Z), I) 
= L(L(x, L (I, Z)), Z) 
= L(L(X@ r, I), Z) 
= L(L(X@ T I), I) = L(L(E, I), I) 
--- 
by the adjointness of (- 0 Z, L(Z, -)) and (&J). This need not be 2% as a glance at 
the Banach space setting will show, for in 3?, 
L(L(E, I), Z) = (zQ”. 
In fact this example shows that Ranl is not even a quasi-interpolation functor since 
RanZ(JX) =X” 
for XE 33. Despite this setback we shall see later that a slight modification of RanA 
turns it into a useful functor for our purposes. 
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In the above example we saw that LanlX=EX. One would expect, furthermore, 
that Lan,,- X would be zlX for any A, since this is certainly our intuition about a 
minimal interpolation functor. In obtaining this result we need to impose some con- 
ditions which bring us closer to the categories in which we are actually interested. 
We recall that UL(X, Y) = 8(X, Y). It is helpful, also, to think of the objects of 8 
as being some sort of spaces linear over I. 
2.4. Definition. We say that A E @ satisfies the separating unit (SU) condition if there 
-- -- 
exist u~nA=L(z,&i)=L(z,A) and ~,EL(ZA,Z)=L(A,Z) such that fuojo,= 1, 
(or fuou= 17). 
Clearly, the above condition is meant to suggest a weak consequence of the 
Hahn-Banach theorem. In particular it implies in the case of linear spaces that 
j : AA ---*&i is not zero. 
A first step to showing that Lan,,- = d is taken in the following proposition. 
2.5. Proposition. Zf A satisfies the SU condition, then Lan,A f=Z. 
Proof. Since d is clearly an extension of the functor on {A} sending A to &i, by 
definition of the left Kan extension there is a natural transformation 
rp:L(A,-)@,,-dA+d 
corresponding to the identity zlA -+&I. Thus, we obtain 
97 : L(A, Z) @LA AA + I, 
which can easily be seen to be defined by 
e~(T@a)=dT(a)=Toa, 
-- 
where in the last identification we think of a as a map 1-A. Let u E AA, f, E L(A, Z) 
be such that f, 0 u = 1Z. We may think off, 0 u as an element of L(Z, L(A, 1) Ore AA). 
As such, we check that it is the inverse of VnJ. It is immediate that 
~rO(fu@U)=fuoU=lf. 
-- 
Given T @ a E L(A, I) @Lo AA, we have 
(f, 0 uoVZ)(TO a) = (f, 0 u)(Toa) = (Toa)(f, 0 u) 
=(Toa~f,)@u=T@(aof,)(u) 
=T@a, 
since aofu E LA. 0 
The transition from the above result to the general result is eased by the introduc- 
tion of a well known natural transformation [ 1 l] which will play a role in the proof. 
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Let F: ‘G?+ E? be any functor. Then there is a natural transformation E, where 
E,~:L(~~~)@F~+FY? 
is defined by 
ex( T @ a) = FT(a). 
This map arises through the adjointness of the tensor and horn from the map 
L(Z,X)+L(F?,Fx) 
given by the functor F. 
2.6. Proposition. Zf A satisfies the SU condition, then 
- - 
Lan,,-X=dX 
for all XE G?. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.5, we have 
PX : Land,- X-+ AX 
given by 
vx(T@a)= Toa. 
Now taking F to be Lan,,- in the above definition, we have the natural trans- 
formation 
which in view of Proposition 2.5 is the map 
AX- Lan,,- X 
given by 
&x(X) =xof, @ u, 
where we think of XE~X as a map 7-X. The verification that EX and qx are in- 
verses is carried out as in the proof of Proposition 2.5. 0 
The following proposition is the final step towards our main result. 
2.7. Proposition [ 111. Zf A and B are quasi-interpolation spacesforA and iff : A -+ B 
is an epimorphism (i.e. im(f) is dense in B), then the natural map 
Lan, X--f LanB X 
is an epimorphism for every XE@. 
Proof. Since @ preserves epimorphisms and since coequalizers are epimorphisms, it 
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is clear from the commutativity of the following diagram that the map Lan, 8+ 
Lan,X must also be an epimorphism: 
- - - - 
UA,X)OA - L(A X) @LA A 
&4X) 0 B 
-- ! ! _ - 
L(A,X)@B - 
- - 
WL X> @LA B. 0 
We now combine Propositions 2.6 and 2.7 to obtain a theorem which is an 
Aronszajn-Gagliardo result for A-interpolation functors. It is a generalization to 
the @-context of [ll, VI.4.11. 
2.8. Theorem. Let 8 be a closed category. Let A E @ satisfy the SW condition and 
let A be a A-interpolation space for A. Then LanA is a A-interpolation functor and 
is minimal among all A-interpolation functors mapping A to A. 
Proof. In view of the identification of Lan,,- with A, the natural map h from 
Lan,,- X to Lan, X gives us an LA-module map 
which by Proposition 2.7 is an epimorphism when the map 6 : AA + A is. In par- 
ticular, for X= JX, for XE ‘53, we have 
6 
X2 Lan,(JX) ax, 
where oJx : L(?i, JX) OL2 A = L(ZA, X) OLD A +X is given by oJx(f @ a) = f (oa). 
We shall verify that ~3~~ and (sJx are inverses. If XEX, then 
(aJxOGJx)(x) = oJx(xofu 0 6u) = Wf,)(&) =x. 
Moreover, if a E AA, 
(a,0 aJx)(f 0 da) = S&f (ja)) = (f (ja) of,) 0 du 
=(foaOfU)@6u=f @(aOfUou) 
=f @a, 
since aofUEL@). This tells us that 6JX~~JX~h==h: 
6JX o OJX 
L@, JX) BLA Aii L L@, JX) BLA A r -L(A,JX)@,,-A. 
1 
Since h is an epimorphism, we conclude that 6JxooJx= 1 and that Lan,(JX) =X. 
Thus, Lan, is a A-interpolation functor. Its minimality follows from the properties 
of the left Kan extension. 0 
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We now turn to an examination of Ran, and the extent to which it can be used 
to find an analogue of the maximal Aronszajn-Gagliardo functor. It is clear from 
Example 2.3, which shows that Ran* need not even be a quasi-interpolation func- 
tor, that some modification is required. Thus, we define HA X to be the pullback 
of the diagram 
where e stands for the evaluation map ex(x)(T) = (L’T)(x). If A is a Z-interpolation - - 
space for A, which is the only case in which we consider HA, then LL~(L(X,A), o) 
is a monomorphism. Hence, the pullback 
- - - - 
HAX=((T,x)~LL~(L(X,A),A)x~~: L,,-(L(X,A),a)(T)=ex(x)} 
can be thought of as a subobject of .ZX. 
2.9. Theorem. Let B be an enriched category. Let A E ff? and let A be aSinterpolation 
space for A. Then HA is a C-interpolation functor and is the maximal Z-interpolation 
functor mapping A to A. 
Proof. It is clear that H*(.JX) = X, since in this case eJx can be viewed as a map 
X-t L,,&L(X, AA), A). 
- - 
Thus, HA is a Z-interpoiation functor. Clearly, HA A =A since L,Q(L(A, A), A) = A. 
Now let G be any C-interpolation functor such that GA = A. Then GX is a sub- 
- - 
object of .ZX such that for every TeL(X,A), TXEA for XEGX. Therefore, 
GxcH,x. 0 
The above theorem then is an Aronszajn-Gagliardo result for Z-interpolation 
functors which generalizes [ll, VI.4.31 to the context of ‘8 when ‘FZ is merely an 
enriched category. We shall see that either Theorem 2.8 or Theorem 2.9 applies to 
all the categories in which interpolation theory has been studied, thus providing 
them with an Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem. 
3. Examples 
In the previous section we have derived versions of the classical Aronszajn- 
Gagliardo theorem in the extended context of closed or enriched categories and with 
respect to d- and C-interpolation spaces. It is natural that what has evolved is a 
minimal extension in the case of d -interpolation spaces and a maximal extension for 
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Z-interpolation spaces. In the case where FZ is a closed category satisfying the hypo- 
thesis of Theorem 2.8 for all A E@, for example Banach spaces, we have both a 
minimal Aronszajn-Gagliardo functor for any d-interpolation space and a maximal 
one for any Zinterpolation space. If g is merely an enriched category, then we still 
have an Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem for Z-interpolation spaces, which, of course, 
includes the only case of classical interest. The results, Theorems 2.8 and 2.9, were 
already known for the closed category 33 [l 11, as we have said, but our purpose in 
generalizing here was to ascertain that they hold in other settings in which interpola- 
tion has been studied but in which the Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem was hitherto 
unknown. 
We first turn to the category JV of normed spaces and bounded linear maps, 
which arises in the question of Bergh-Lofstrom referred to in our introduction. It 
is easy to see that JV’ is a closed category with finite limits and colimits (these are 
defined as in 33) in which CT&X, Y) = L(X, Y) and every nontrivial A E & satisfies 
the SU property. Thus, Bergh-Ldfstrom’s question can be answered in the affir- 
mative: the Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem holds in Jv. In fact it is clear that both 
Lan, and HA are ‘exact’ A- and Z-interpolation functors, respectively, that is, 
and 
llLan,JT)l/ 5 ll~ll 
for any T: X- Y. Whereas completeness of the spaces is used in the classical proof 
of the Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem (see [2]), it is replaced in our context by the 
built-in consideration of the internal horn structure in JV and by the insistence that 
all functors be strong. We assert that our result is as useful in the classical case as 
might be desired since in practice Lan, often turns out to be a E-interpolation 
functor as well as a d-interpolation functor when A is a Z-interpolation space. 
Two other categories of linear spaces containing 33 are the categories 5Z? of locally 
convex (separated) topological vector spaces and Z&V of seminormed spaces. It can 
be deduced from [ 181 that both _F? and YN are finitely complete and cocomplete 
closed categories. The topology of bounded convergence endows the horn sets with 
the structure of a locally convex space while the projective topology on the algebraic 
tensor product defines the tensor. Interpolation theory has been studied in these set- 
tings [4,5], but without the establishment of an Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem. Now 
in view of our results, we see that a full Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem for L3- and 
C-interpolation spaces exists for 2 and %tf. 
The categories &A” and 9.5% of quasi-normed and quasi-Banach spaces have 
always been of interest in interpolation theory since the spaces L,, O<p< 1, are 
quasi-Banach spaces but not Banach spaces under the usual L,-norm. We recall 
that the norm property which fails to hold for a quasi-norm is the triangle inequality; 
one has rather that 
llx+YII 5 4xll + Ilull) 
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for some c> 1. Such a quasi-norm is frequently called a c-quasi-norm, and, of 
course, the case c= 1 returns us to a norm. Articles by Sagher 1171, Krte [13], and 
Holmstedt [7] have studied interpolation methods in ZN and 5’3, but also have 
not considered the validity of the Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem there. With the 
morphisms of g&and 255’ taken as usual to be bounded linear maps, one can easily 
see that both categories have finite limits and colimits. Moreover, if X and Y are 
quasi-normed, then %N(X, Y) has an obvious quasi-normed structure. In fact if Y 
is c-quasi-normed, so is 5VV(X, Y); if Y is complete, so is %4(X, Y). Thus, C22Jv 
and 23 have an enriched structure, although a monoidal structure is not forth- 
coming. Theorem 2.9 assures us of the existence of a maximal Aronszajn-Gagliardo 
functor realizing every Zinterpolation space. 
Settings further generalizing Z?JV and BEZ3 have been studied in [16] and [2]. 
These are the categories J~zZ?J and 4JUg of normed and quasi-normed abelian 
groups, respectively, inspired by applications to approximation theory and the 
desire to obtain a full version of the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem. As is the 
case with ~JV and 9~5’~ these categories are clearly enriched and have finite limits 
and colimits. Therefore, the maximal Aronszajn-Gagliardo construction is valid for 
them as well. 
Our final example is a category of metric spaces, the only category considered 
here without an algebraic structure. Metric spaces have long been of interest in inter- 
polation theory - witness [9,6,15,19] - because they are the natural realm of 
Lipschitz and Holder operators, which are desired objects of interpolation. From 
the categorical point of view, metric spaces have not been viewed as a well endowed 
setting for analysis. However, we shall consider here the category & of metric 
spaces with base point and Lipschitz maps, a setting suggested in correspondence 
with S. Kaijser, which produces a reasonable situation for our purpose. 
First we consider the contravariant functor /1 : .Aop + 93 defined by 
where R0 denotes the metric space of real numbers with distinguished point 0, and 
where Jd(X, RRo) consists of all Lipschitz maps taking the distinguished point x0 to 
0 with 
IV II = sup 
If&) -_%%)I : 
d(x,>-G 
It was shown by Kaijser in [lo] that 
particular that 
‘4X= (/1*X)‘, 
X,#X;, . 1 
JIX is always the dual of a Banach space, in 
where /1,X is the closed linear span in (/1X)’ of the point masses on X. Moreover, 
/1, is a covariant functor .,4? + E&’ and there is a natural embedding 
e:X+/l*XCQIX) 
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which is isometric, that is to say, 
~(xl,~2)=ll~x~-ex211=su~~~~xl-~~21: y,eAX, Ilv,II~1}. 
Using the above, &(X, Y) can be made into a metric space having as distinguished 
point the constant map onto the distinguished point of Y with the metric defined by 
~~f,~~=lIf*-~*/lL(~*X,n*Y~~ 
where f, is an abbreviation for n,(f). Letting Z be the two element metric space 
(0, l} with d(0, 1) = 1 and distinguished element 0, we can easily see that &(I, X) =X. 
The construction of finite limits in JM is straightforward, with the product of X and 
Y being the Cartesian product Xx Y with 
&(x1, ui), (~2, ~2)) = max@,dxbx2), d~(_h ~2)) 
and the equalizer being the obvious thing. The sum of X and Y is defined to be the 
disjoint union X0 Y with the base points x0 and y. identified. The metric is given by 
i 
dx(w, z) if w,z~X, 
d(w, z) = dy(w, z) if w,.zE Y, 
dAw,xo)+d&,yo) if WEX, ZE Y. 
The coequalizer C of maps 
Z AX 




in 53, we may show that C is the quotient space of X generated by the relation -, 
where x1 -x2 if there is z E Z such that fz =x, and gz =x2 or xi =x2 with the metric 
d([x,l,[xzl)=su~{Icp(x~)-V)(~2)I: (DEE, lIv?lI~1). 
In short M becomes an enriched category with the above data. Thus, even in this 
atypical setting of interpolation theory, there is an Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem 
for Sinterpolation functors. 
Finally, we wish to make a remark about a further difference between categories 
which are closed and those which are merely enriched. We have seen that an 
Aronszajn-Gagliardo theorem is available in both types of settings although in the 
latter only for Sinterpolation spaces, which are those of classical interest. However, 
the full closed structure provides us with an opportunity to capture in a precise way 
the idea of a dual interpolation method. This uses the notion of dual functors which 
is not available for categories without the monoidal structure. A theory of duality, 
similar to that established in [l 11, can then be formulated for closed categories, 
which enhances their potential as sites for interpolation theory. 
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